1. We consider a Dirichlet series F(z) =Ean + eX", Xn + 1 > Xn, X e O, z= x + iy, We put la, | = A. and denote by xa(F) the abscissa of absolute convergence; we know that -D xa(F) + lim logAx O. We denote by ju(x, F) the maximum of AxeXnx, (n = 1, 2,...) and by M(x, F) the maximum of |F(x + iy), -co <y < + o X = const. < xa (F). We have }(x, F) 2 M(x, F) < +K',A(x+ D + e) e >O°(2) K and K' being constants which depend on F(z) and e. If x0(F) = + 0o since log ,u(x, F) is an indefinitely increasing convex function of x, we obtain M(X, F) < ,1(X + D + c-), e -> O, X > X(e-).
(3)
The order of growth of M(x, F) is then connected with that of ,u(x, F). This order of M(x, F) may be called the linear order of the entire function F(z), the ordinary order of F(z) being a circukar order which is less than or equal to the linear one. We consider here only the case where -log log M(x, F)
x co x which was first studied by Ritt. '< 2uv(u) .
2u
The inequalities (2), (3), (5) show us that the Dirichlet's series n f(z) = E anU(X,)eX (6) 1 which is associated with F(z) admits a finite abscissa of absolute convergence xa(f) such that -D < xa(f) _ D. And if x < xa(f) we may wrife
Therefore, if
in the half strip IYI -e X > Xo, f(z) may be continued along the half straight y = yo, x < xO. Hence: I. If we consider the analytic continuation of f(z) along the parallels to the real axis, and if zO = xo + iyo is a singularity of the function thus de- (1)) (9) the points Z,, tending to a limit when n -.
The same transformation gives similar results when T = o but y' is then equal to yo and in (8) and (9) We can sum up by saying that y = yo is a Borel's line of the order of V(x), for the number of zeros of F(z) -Z in rF has also an upper bound of the order of V(x). If the properties of the sequence I X. + 1-Xn } or other considerations enable us to conclude that each straight y = yo contains a singularity of f(z), we deduce in this case of the infinite order r that each such straight lille is a Borel's line of F(z).
We can also start from a function f(z) with a singular set cutting the plane and obtain a family of associated entire functions admitting each line y = yo as a Borel's line.
These properties correspond to summation by the Borel-Laplace integral; we may also generalize certain properties connected with the summation by Mittag-Leffler's integral used first for Dirichlet series by M. Riesz. It may be observed that the hypothesis of theorem III concerning the modulus of f(z) may be replaced by others in which we give a bound of f(z) at points whose mutual distances satisfy certain conditions; but my method does not give the best result.
3. Let the rank of the matrix Ijgaop|Ibe r such that 1 . r < n -1. Since
Ijgap|| is symmetric it follows from a theorem in Algebra that this matrix VOL. 20, 1934 
